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A. D. HOPE:
DANCE OF A NOMAD IN FLIGHT 

FROM THE DOPPELGÄNGER

THE NATURE OF THE DANCE

A Most Astonishing Thing

A most astonishing thing
Seventy years have I lived;
…

Seventy years have I lived
No ragged beggar-man,
Seventy years have I lived
Seventy years man and boy,
And never have I danced for joy.

(W. B. Yeats, Imitated from the Japanese)

But I have! all of my 75 years I recall breaking into an
involuntary, solitary dance — though it happens only at
long intervals. Only a few days ago I surprised myself at it.

      



I often see young children do it and it looks involuntary
too and certainly is the outward and visible sign of joy. I had
always thought it a common habit but perhaps not. I am
surprised that Yeats was so far even from the impulse towards
it, that he had to catch the idea from a Japanese poem.

In my experience, the phrase ‘dance for joy’ is not
exact. The dance and the joy are one thing — which is
why I call it involuntary. They are outer and inner manifes-
tations of the one state of being.1

26–X–1982

When I was selecting entries from A. D. Hope’s notebooks, there were
certain comments Hope had made to me that merged together and
became a preoccupation: ‘Do not deliver me neat’; ‘Laughter is a very
serious business’; ‘Poetry is a dance of language’; writing poetry is ‘the
creation of new being’.The notebooks themselves emerge as the most
intricate of dances, a dance of images that never ends; it is a dance with
rhythmical gestures that infiltrate lightly, ironically and always musically
towards the lands of mind, space, desire and the unknown. Readers of
Hope’s writings are also ‘led on a dance’, if for a moment there is an
anticipation of categorising his thoughts into any system.

The notebooks provide an intellectual background to his writings
as a poet, playwright and critic. His stature as a poet is intimately related
to his capacity to see his work and the work of other poets and
philosophers and thinkers as part of a general human activity: a contin-
uing philosophical attempt to see human beings as part of the totality of
the universe.This perspective permeates everything he writes as a poet,
critic and commentator. Hope sees men and women as thinking beings
and creative beings, as part of a very complex yet mostly comprehen-
sible universe, and this awareness reveals itself and gives strength to very
simple poems and to quite complex ones. Each poem he wrote appears
in the notebooks at the time it was created.The philosophical preoccu-
pations recorded at that time are, however, not necessarily connected
with the poem; it is more often the case that the source of the poem
will be found in notes written a decade or so earlier. Hope himself
believed that the reason that he decided to keep a journal was in the
end a practical one: to keep a record of passing reflections that were
often forgotten when he wanted to use them.
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Bob Brissenden, arguably the closest of Hope’s friends,2 has
pointed out:

There are complexities he doesn’t cope with that are evident in
the work of other writers and thinkers. It is old fashioned, it is
structured, but it is always the expression of a creative intelli-
gence of considerable stature and it is this which gives an
intellectual foundation to his writings.When one compares him
with almost all other Australian poets, even Australian writers,
what becomes apparent, I think, is that the mind which is part
of what produces Alec Hope’s poetry is just rather more distin-
guished than most other literary minds in Australia. It has a
rigour and toughness and imaginative quality and sympathy and
a concern with metaphysical issues which just does not exist
elsewhere. By elsewhere, I mean in the writings of other poets.3

The notebooks do not provide a means of interpreting Hope’s art. His
poems stand by themselves, complete unto themselves.They do, however
(to use Auden’s phrase), explain ‘the peculiar flavour of the verbal dishes’.

In selecting from approximately three-quarters of a million words,
which Hope wrote in his notebooks from 1950 until the death of his
wife, Penelope, in 1988, it was this ‘peculiar flavour of the verbal dish’
that most interested me.This was the beginning of being led by Hope
and his writings on a dance that was more often than not daunting
rather than merry. Despite his scholarly engagement with metaphysics,
mythology, psychology and cultural movements, and despite his antago-
nism towards aspects of modernism and his fierce views on the need
for the poet’s personal detachment when entering into an argument of
a poem, there is always an element of play and disinterested contempla-
tion of the world in his work.

The notebooks provide a context for this paradoxical poet who is
equally engaged and disengaged, playful and serious, defiantly absent
from his poems, yet present despite himself. In 1985 Hope wrote in a poem
titled Memento Mori of ‘the body’s decrease of power … the ultimate
indications of old age’:

Please God, I shall be spared that other drift
Towards the collapse of mind that haunted Swift
Seen as a cold eye masked his mortal rage.4
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Unusually for Hope this poem brings into the subject area, perhaps, the
poet’s own immediate experience of life. It dares to look over the side
of an abyss, though characteristically it will only peer and then withdraw.
It ends by speaking of finding the courage to tell a friend of these fears,
rather than confronting them directly:

‘I shall die like that tree;’ he said, ‘the top
Perishes first. Before I meet my end
My mind will go. I know I shall die mad.’

And knowing that nothing he could do would stop
It happening, he took courage to tell his friend.
The horror and the courage were all he had.

Whether the voice belongs to Swift or Hope is left ambiguous. The
areas of Hope’s life that he wishes to make known exist in his note-
books and his poems. A doppelgänger of his own lurks in the
background, referring not only to the death that we all know we must
meet, but to one he might have felt lay within the creative process itself
if he attempted to reveal or expose his inner self. Indeed, in his note-
books, when flirting with the notion of writing an autobiography, he
writes:

I would write it as a travel book under the title A Visit to
Earth: it would involve no pose or artifice, since I have
always felt that detachment travellers feel, no matter how
well they know and feel at home in their countries they
visit. No matter how immersed in the life of a foreign
country they may become, their first impressions are always
from the outside looking in — and that has been my atti-
tude to the world I live in and still is. 

(8.1.79)5

This ‘detachment’ that Hope is drawn to discuss as a poet, as an
observer of life, and as a man of action living in a personal world, is
further complicated by his role as an Australian poet. It is a complication
that arises because of his refusal to deal primarily, in the subject matter
of his poetry, with what some of his contemporaries would prefer to
designate as specifically Australian material.
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AUSTRALIA IN THE BONES

Hope made a substantial contribution in the 1960s, along with Tom Inglis
Moore, to the establishment of Australian literature as a subject of study
within the university. It was frequently suggested, however, that he was
really a European poet writing in Australia rather than an Australian
poet writing about Australia. Hope insisted in his creative and critical
writing that Australian literature had to be part of world literature,
and it had to be judged accordingly. Furthermore, he believed that his
‘Australianness’ was bred in the bone. He pointed out on a number of
occasions that no matter what he wrote or how he wrote it there
could be no escape from the intense memories of his Australian child-
hood. He understood that the relationship between Australian culture
and that of Britain, in the first instance, but also other European coun-
tries, is an essential part of our history.

Hope’s intense interest in Australian literature is represented
throughout this book, whether in his dialogues with writers or when he
is discussing the emergence of ‘free verse’. During the 1980s, Hope felt
that he had lost the battle with poets who preferred this form. In The
Mermaid in the Zodiac, he expresses his sense of defeat with direct
reference to Australian fauna. He asks the question:

I wonder among what poets I shall be found,
Shall I be sorted with the goats or with the sheep?

He notes that:

I will have no truck with the scribblers of my time
Who try to pass off their chopped-up prose as verse.

And he concludes that:

I expect I shall stand, looking rather out of place,
Between the mouth-organs and the didgeridoos;
Not a sheep in sight, but a goat with a puzzled face
Among all those Kangaroos.6

A number of Hope’s poems did, in fact, draw directly from Australia;
and, ironically, it is in these instances that he has chosen to break his own
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rules on being detached. Hope’s poems Australia, Ascent into Hell,
Country Places, Beyond Khancoban and The Drifting Continent all invoke
the Australian landscape; and each of these poems engages the ‘I’ of
Hope’s persona. Are they inside or outside Hope’s philosophical vision,
which denies ‘personism’ and mostly excludes references to the physical
geography of Australia? Or do they enact the breaking apart of subjec-
tivity, with the physical, the spiritual and the psychological collapsing into
each other and producing a new subjectivity, which seeks to ‘step into
unknown spaces’ in order to discover ‘new countries of the mind’?7

Perhaps they enact the thinking of Deleuze and Guattari that ‘writing has
nothing to do with signifying, but with land surveying, map-making, even
of countries yet to come’.8

In Beyond Khancoban, the narrator, who, given the autobiographical
nature of the poem, one might safely assume to be Hope, negotiates
a land whose ‘hills’, ‘valleys’, still ‘great mountains’ are ‘Feasted with music
of which’, Hope maintains within the poem, he is ‘not aware’. It is a land-
scape lost in thought, composed of winding roads and rises that elicit
a music not known until now, and Hope turns ‘its world into music’ as
he drives. From the perspective of the moving car, the trees are dancing,
not ‘out there’ but ‘in the mind’, though Hope insists that the mind is also
entering into the dance, making this ‘land’ conscious:

In our minds is it able to enter the dance;
Moved by our music things learn themselves and rejoice.
I would count it worth while to spend life for this single glance,
To have made them conscious in me, to have lent them my voice.9

The poem ends with Hope arriving on the Monaro, the place of his
birth, ‘where a mind began’. He claims that place as his own, the spot to
which he returns, ‘from which long ago I was made, / Cooma, and
wonder whether it made me or not / … But here the Monaro claims
me; I recognize / … the place where a mind began …’. 10The land, iden-
tity and mind fuse in this poem while Hope tells a story of the part he
plays in capturing music and thought from the land. The space of the
land he has re-territorialised as the nomadic mind tests the relevance of
his birthplace to the voice that emerges from it. The philosophy
endemic to this nomadic mind is expressed in his poem The Nomads.
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NOMADOLOGY

The Nomads

Men in cities, men busy everywhere
Live by a faith that roads lead to some end:
Home, pleasure, a goal attained, a lover, a friend
If it were not so, they say, we must despair.

But not the nomads, they never think this way;
Wherever they chance to stop, the roads go on,
To nowhere, to anywhere. For them the one
Despair is a fixed roof, a permanent stay.

Theirs are different natures. They see the things we see;
The words are the same — they look with different eyes.
I would not call them more human or less wise,
Nor think them less happy, more justified than we.

They are simply other: they give and they forgive.
But do not ask for anything in return,
Learn only what they have no need to unlearn,
Clutch at no rights, claim no prerogative.

When I ask my friend the nomad: ‘Would you agree
I have made my mark in the world?’, he answers: ‘why,
Yes, you have made something of your life; but I
Prefer to find out what life will make of me.’

I speak of love. He laughs, saying: ‘Friend, you have won
That treasure to hold and keep; but love for me
Is a wayward lightning, a chance felicity,
An ungrasped gateway opening on the unknown.’

I talk of his life, the endless, empty miles,
The trivial monotony of the wanderer’s way.
He asks, have I lived by the joy of the single day?
I talk then of death, but he looks at me and smiles, page 7
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Saying, ‘Ah, but you live so rooted in time, you see.
You have never experienced an absolute moment, my friend.
Death is not the beginning of anything, nor the end
But, as each instant lived for itself must be,
That pure, that limitless ‘now’, Eternity.’

197511

Hope would like, I think, to cast himself as a kind of nomad of the mind.
In his notebooks, he speaks with evident pleasure of these nomads.They
are people who find it impossible to settle down within any system, in
any country of belief, though the advantages of settlement and the
power that comes from the corporate ownership and organisation of
ideas might be obvious to them. Instead they wander from place to
place, learning the language of the settled inhabitants, and often taking
on the colour of their civilisation and perhaps contributing something
here and there. But they remain fundamentally untouched and untamed.
They are not scorners, critics or sceptics, nor are they indifferent or
agnostic.They are simply without the urge or the instinct to take root
which is common to most minds. Because of their lack of interest in
acquiring property in ideas, they are born thieves and plunderers of
the settled lands, where they might even settle for brief periods. But
something always drives them back to the desert.They have their own
legends and songs for which the city-dwellers may develop a craze.The
nomads understand themselves in another sense, the sense of being too
much at one with the whole world to identify themselves with any
single part of it.They rarely meet.They do not form societies or alliances,
and yet in a mysterious way they are in touch with all the other members
of their curious tribe.When two of them do meet casually, they recog-
nise each other at once and the bystanders suddenly hear the guttural
language of the wilderness, the speech of people who do not sleep
under roofs and whose words never echo back from enclosing walls.
It is the forgotten primitive speech of men without possessions, vested
interests and family ties, a tongue which is therefore safe from and even
inept for argument or persuasion. For Hope, this is the language of
poetry.12
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AREAS OF WITHDRAWAL AND ANTAGONISM

There are four areas of either withdrawal or antagonism that form
a large part of Hope’s poetic vision. These concern an avoidance of
direct reference firstly to the landscape of his homeland, and secondly
to stories and memories of his childhood.These, he maintains, are deep
sources of his poetry from which he draws incessantly, but are not
manifest in any literal sense in his poetry. Hope dramatises, thirdly,
a certain detachment from the notion that the personal emotional life
be invoked directly in the final production of a poem; and, fourthly, he
asserts without qualification the necessity of a poem being in verse
form.The nomadology of his philosophies in seeming contradiction to
these four areas combines with them and creates a particular kind of
subjectivity that lies buried in his productions. Each of these qualities of
his art remains itself. Hope’s poetics therefore consist of rules to be
followed on one hand, but, on the other, his ‘nomadology’ and his philos-
ophy of ‘negative capability’ involve an opposition towards larger rules
that dictate unquestioning compliance with moral, political, social and
scientific axioms. The forms imposed by the poet code and decode
space, but the negative capability of Hope’s philosophy, partially manifest
in his poem The Nomads, proceeds altogether differently.

NEGATIVE CAPABILITY:

CONNECTIONS WITH NOMADOLOGY

In his notebooks, Hope writes extensively about his particular brand of
nomadology. His adaptation of Keats’ ‘negative capability’ informs all his
poems. He sees himself as entering into ideas and beliefs as an actor to
see where they might lead him,13 but not — and he is emphatic about
this — to confirm a truth about them. He propounds his view that
knowledge is provisional and that there is no way of building permanent
beliefs, that values are made by people and that even a notion such as
the relativity of values is unprovable; what people think and say are parts
of nature and not separate from it.14 He points out that there is no such
thing as a ‘normal’ person and yet how curious it is that ‘most social,
moral and other types of value theory are built on the supposition, and
most literature takes it for granted’.15 Hope queries the laws of science
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and, in discussing the fallacy of Eddington’s Net, suggests it might be
implicit in all our thinking;16 he points out the extent to which we have
had to limit and formalise our perceptions to exclude certain perfectly
natural forces and types of operation, which could have led to alterna-
tive methods of perception and communication — a specialisation
observable almost everywhere in nature. He writes of how he never
loses his awareness of the narrowness of our bases of knowledge of the
world and the way that what we are aware of gets in the way of what
we are totally unaware of,17 an idea expressed in his poem A Swallow
in the House, in which the swallow becomes the human being, who,
searching in the dark for answers, for a way out of failed systems, falls
stunned to the ground after crashing against glass. He writes:

Something left out, not to be reckoned with,
Not conceived by science or adumbrated in myth;
Something of which he is totally unaware
As the swallow of its undreamt nightmare, solid air.18

NOMADIC COSMOLOGY

Hope often prefaces his writings on cosmology with statements of his
ignorance in these areas; but this does not stop him exploring ideas that
he thinks at times to be foolish and contradictory. Hope’s pact with nega-
tive capability allows his mind to wander dramatically. In keeping all
systems of belief suspended (which he applies to scientific axioms as well
as to those pertaining to systems of morality and social strictures),
the imagination is able to touch an ‘actuality’ that is held in suspension
between all the forms of the possible; ‘the known’ always ready to
dissolve into the ocean of the unlimited. All breakthroughs in theories,
Hope insists, are replaceable and in turn are replaced by new paradigms
of thought.The process is repeatable and unlimited.

Hope’s suspiciousness towards scientific hypotheses predates, for
example, Kuhn’s work on the shifting nature of scientific paradigms.19

As early as the 1950s, Hope wrote in his notebooks that it had taken
him a long time to perceive what he now saw to be a blind spot of
what he once called the scientific attitude, but which now he was more
inclined to call ‘scientificism’, that is, ‘the tendency to limit thinking by
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habits of mind it sets up’.20This was a significant breakthrough for Hope,
who had been brought up in the discipline of empiricism and had previ-
ously defended it against the idealism and rationalism that preceded it.
The notebooks record his consequent journeys into many areas of
science and into many dialogues with scientific writers who, in Hope’s
view, use inappropriate or incorrect language that confuses their audi-
ence rather than enlightens it.

RHIZOMIC TERRITORIES:

SCHIZOPHRENIC AND PARANOIAC

Hope deals with the passions and thought. His interest is in whether
they cause or are affected by social feelings, moral feelings, fear, love, reli-
gious awe and ecstasy, hate, greed, lust, anger, pride and mastery. His
nomadology takes him to other lands of mythology, biblical stories and
cosmology, where he plunders and reinvents ideas without thought of
settling in one place. He translates poems from one language to another
and one recalls his thoughts in Western Elegies:V:The Tongues:

For the man who knows only one speech is an ox in a paradise orchard,
Munching on grass and ignoring the fruits of delectable flavour
That ripen upon its boughs and depend from the vines that adorn it.
The man who has only one tongue lives forever alone on an island
Shut in on himself by conventions he is only dimly aware of,
Like a beast whose mind is fenced by the narrow extent of its instincts.21

Hope’s favourite means of dramatising these passions of thought, feel-
ings and languages is in poetry, which in his view gives the whole frame
of things, whether stated explicitly or implied.

In a Deleuzian sense, Hope is concerned (at least with regard to
the content of his poems) with the outside, with perspectivism,22 with
‘multiplicities’, which are ‘defined by means of the outside: by the
abstract line, the line of flight or of deterritorialisation following which
they change nature by being connected with others’23 and with ‘the
unthought, the exterior, the surface, the simulacrum, the fold, [that
which] resists assimilation, [that which] remains foreign even within
a presumed identity’.24 Hope’s philosophy, inherent in his art, falls within
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the range of what Deleuze and Guattari refer to as schizophrenic and
might therefore escape the affects of bourgeois repression. Hope’s
refusal to align himself with any political persuasion as well as his rejec-
tion of the Freudian model is relevant here; his intellectual capacity to
break down barriers, to engage in multiplicity, becoming, flowing, and to
engage with partial objects, fragments of experience, memory and
feeling, which might be linked in chance and unexpected ways, might
characterise his work as a rhizome as defined by Deleuze.The opposite
pole to the schizophrenic one is that of the paranoiac. The paranoiac
pole is marked by its unifying ways, its procedures, and its search for
order, similarity and wholeness, and it assumes an identity and complete-
ness of objects and selves within conforming constraints and recognised
limits. At the paranoiac pole there is an incessant pressure to ‘territori-
alise’, to make out and maintain the directions of desire. I refer now to
those two areas of Hope’s work, discussed earlier, that might be construed
as paranoiac: his insistence on the superiority of traditional verse form;
and his antipathy towards poetry in which the poet treats the poem as
a confessional wherein personal feelings and belief systems can be iden-
tified. He believes that poetry more than any other art most encapsulates
the ‘being’ of existence and that only poetry written in traditional
rhyming verse structures embodies the nature, rhythm and music of life.
In the second instance, he holds fast to the view that a poet has no
‘identity’, a view he has adopted from Keats’ rejection of the romantic
view of the poet:

A poet is the most unpoetical of anything in existence;
because he has no identity — he is continually in, for —
and filling some other Body — The Sun, the Moon, the
Sea and Men and Women who are creatures of impulse are
poetical and have about them an unchangeable attribute
— the poet has none; no identity — he is certainly the
most unpoetical of all God’s creatures.25

Hope’s ‘rule’ that a poet should not use the poem to express personal
grief is ‘paranoiac’, but his practice of being an actor, who enters an idea
or an emotion in a poem, not as himself, but as many, is ‘schizophrenic’.
Deleuze and Guattari, when introducing their text ‘Rhizome’, take a similar
stance, calling themselves ‘many’ rather than two separate individuals:
‘Not to arrive at the point where it’s no longer of any importance
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whether one says I or not.We are no longer ourselves. Each will know
his own. We have been helped, inspired, multiplied.’26 A question
persists. Is Hope’s detachment schizophrenic or paranoiac? Is it intellec-
tual or emotional?

DETACHMENT AND ANTI-MODERNISM

Hope’s detachment reflects his lifelong belief for his poetry ‘to test and
taste with no irritable concern with right and wrong’, yet it seems at
odds with his irritation towards confessional poets and those who
choose to write in free verse. The latter Hope sees as the enemies
of art in that they undermine the only structure which, he believes,
extends human consciousness, which captures the music of existence
and grapples with the mystery of being. Nevertheless, this coding of his
own space within a poem combines with his rhizomic territories in
a way that offers up a simultaneous revelation and concealment. Hope,
the nomad thinker, propounds that no system can provide an answer,
yet Hope, the ‘paranoiac’ craftsman, dictates that no poem that works
outside the system of traditional verse structures can grapple with the
mystery of being. The dialectic is set, one in which repression and
expression of desire is enacted.The paranoiac tendency in Hope’s work
eludes binary oppositions by a constant dialectic of repression and
expression of desire. These oppositions recombine through the art of
his irony, which allows the myth of his detachment to remain unjudged
and uncategorised.The subject for Hope is not at the centre but on the
periphery, with no fixed identity, forever decentred, defined by the states
through which it passes.The form of his poems, the verse form, may be
a ‘striated’space, but it is a space in which the nomadic mind, usually
more at home in ‘smooth’ space, finds his music.27

Given Hope’s views, it is not difficult to understand his non-literal
rendering of his personal life and the geography of his homeland. He
maintains that they emerge in his choice of language, image and story —
always the most insistent and sacred of sources.The ‘land’ and snatches of
personal experience from life or dreams, in so much as they are incorpo-
rated into a collectivity of motifs, are not to be understood as one part of
a tripartite division between the realm of reality, the realm of representa-
tion or representivity, and the realm of subjectivity. The ‘space’ of the
physical and/or psychological landscape is traversed in an excursion
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towards the construction of ‘desire’ and/or thought. Hope characterises
this as ‘the creation of being’; it is not bounded or comprehended via
oppositions of inner/outer and subject/object. The geography of his
poetry is physical, spiritual and psychological, ‘aspects’ that collapse into
each other breaking apart a subjectivity while seeking a dimension beyond
purely physical boundaries.

It is fascinating to note that the two poems — Ascent into Hell and
Australia — that do draw directly from Australia’s landscape are those
that touch on, albeit in a rhizomic manner, aspects of Hope’s personal
life. In Australia, the geography of ‘drab green and desolate grey’ and
‘rivers of waters’ that drown among ‘inland sands’ sets up a geography of
the mind. This is a country he saw as empty of ‘songs, architecture,
history’. It was a place in which her five cities, like five teeming sores,
drained her of her substance, and yet it was the place that he chose to
return to:

Yet there are some like me turn gladly home
From the lush jungle of modern thought, to find
The Arabian desert of the human mind,
Hoping, if still from the deserts the prophets come.28

If Hope is one of those prophets from the ‘Arabian desert of the human
mind’, negotiating smooth spaces within his nomadology, he does so by
creating striated spaces, or at least by entering into models of thought
to recreate new spaces. Ascent into Hell is indeed a daring poem, dealing
as it does with incidents in his childhood that led to recurring adult
nightmares and to a pathway back in time.

Guattari notes that psychological theories provide a multiplicity of
and assemblages of subjectivation: ‘None of them, whether fantasmatic,
delirious or theoretical can be said to express an objective knowledge
of the psyche.’29 Hope would agree with this and, like Guattari, rejects
the Freudian dualistic rendition of consciousness and unconsciousness
and all ‘the manichean oppositions correlative to Oedipal triangulation
and to the castration complex.’30 Hope’s contempt for Freudian analysis
is first seen in his poem The Return from the Freudian Islands. Hope
disliked a theory that he saw as responsible for explaining away the
fears, repressions and misguided passions reductively, bringing, in his
mind, the poet to a place where there was nothing but ‘… A faint, dry
sound / As first a poet buttoned on his skin’.31 This contempt took on
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another guise in the poem Private Dick, in which the protagonist is Dick,
a private investigator but unmistakably a Freudian analyst. No one is safe
from Private Dick:

Take to Art; set up your easel — landscape painting is just clean fun,
Free from the dingiest moral measles — Ah, now he’s got you on the run:
Private Dick leans over your shoulder, breathes hot peppermint down 

your neck:
Call that a tree? That’s a Phallic Symbol! Boy, is that psyche of 

yours a wreck!32

Within the story of the poem, Dick, at death, is condemned to perdition
and takes on his next client, Nick himself: ‘Back they go through the
psychic tangles, the dreams he dreamed and the beds he wet / The
games he played with his sisters’ bangles, the nice little snake he kept as
a pet.’ Dick, however, is no match for Nick, who is able to cancel Dick’s
file with a simple trick: ‘The final triumph of mind over matter.’ Hope
needs to escape from his work being analysed along Freudian lines.
Perhaps Hope’s decision to create his own theory of dreams was simply
his trick of asserting his mind over his ‘matter’, which would so easily slip
under the Freudian gaze.

THE DREAM-TEAM

In Hope’s own conception of the unconscious, it is fertilised by his
‘dream-team’, an army of helpers who in his dreams inhabit a more
schizophrenic unconscious, one that Guattari would agree was ‘liberated
from familial shackles, turned more towards actual praxis than towards
fixations on, and regressions to the past. An unconscious of flux and of
abstract machines rather than an unconscious of structure and
language.’33

A reading of Hope’s On the Night Shift34 informs us of the team’s
activities.They move in when ‘the body is put to bed’ and ‘The oceanic
rhythm of sleep draws on’. The brain is taken over by a throng of
‘revellers and roisterers who proceed / To invent whole theatres of
improbable dreams’.These revellers rewrite Hope’s scripts, they invoke
the ‘envious Doubles who haunt’ his looking glass, they parody his page 15
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worries of the day; they show him ‘marvellous landscapes, prospects of
sky and sea, / Reminders that living is an act of joy’; they scribble verse,
give lectures, plan whole novels; they tease Hope and give him powers
that real life denies him; they are the helpers on whom he depends.
Hope maintains that without his dream-team his part as the poet would
falter and become flat and tame, but that, without him, the craftsman,
‘the wild surreal play of his unconscious’ would result in ‘formless incon-
sequence’. The dreams are there for the poet ‘to tap creative energy
from a host of clues’. His point is that half the process by which poems
grow is something that not even their authors understand, but that they
nevertheless ‘do give themselves away’.This admission that authors ‘do
give themselves away’ is not elaborated on or explained in the poem. It
suggests though that no matter how a poet might wish to conceal, he
will inevitably reveal aspects of himself.

Hope’s notebooks rarely include personal experiences from his
childhood. It is fascinating to realise that the ones he has recorded
appear in his poem Ascent into Hell35 and that the story he tells is set
within the Australian landscape of his childhood.The poem begins with
Hope, the self-acknowledged narrator, noting that he looks in his
dreams for answers.The poem dramatises the conscious poet who talks
of the dreams he has had as an adult that include childhood experi-
ences, and memories of dreams he had as a child, as well as the events
of his life that might have given rise to them.The poet draws on these
clues in order to celebrate the mystery of imagined beginnings, looking
forward for ascents, moving forward towards finding the lost soul of the
past, present and future.The dreams of his unconscious, both of the ‘I’ of
the present and the ‘he’ of the past, are turned towards the praxis of
poetry-making, creations of being, rather than towards emergent narra-
tives that focus on fixations or regressions.

The landscape of Hope’s childhood home in Tasmania figures
predominantly, although glimpsed only momentarily in Ascent into Hell as
a realm of reality. But just at the point at which we might see ‘the land-
locked valley and the river’, ‘the poplars’ and ‘the gum trees’, we’re told
that the very geographic formations ‘make distance an emotion’. He
revisits the landscape, which in itself is unchanged, but it is seen as always
growing within him as his search among the old dreams and memories
extends his territories of the present. The poet, as in The Drifting
Continent,36 sustains a detachment, in that he is reflecting on his role as
a creator.The poet creates music about himself as a dreamer, as a son,
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as an adult negotiating the child still within him; he knows that in entering
the receding country of his past and present he fears an abyss but also
ascends towards seeing before him new constructions of himself as
a lost one.The physicality of the land is touched and met by the mind,
‘deterritorialising’ settled notions regarding the relationship between the
unconscious and conscious modes of thought and being.

ABSENCES I: POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT

It is instructive to note ‘absences’ in Hope’s notebooks. He might have
believed that his omissions and evasions were covered by his adoption
of ‘negative capability’. ‘Don’t deliver me neat’ is his fervent plea to those
who wish to tell his story.Yet when one examines the overall pattern of
Hope’s notebooks one is led to suspect that his belief and non-belief
have a certain neatness of intention.

One evident omission in the notebooks is any reference to polit-
ical allegiance other than a few entries expressing his lack of interest in
it. Hope lists social activities that he admits to being prejudiced against,
and one of these is ‘Politics’. He maintains that the healthiest, happiest
and most creative minds should not be constricted by any ideological
creed.

In the spirit of ‘negative capability’, Hope did not align himself with
any political party or preferences. References to politics throughout his
notebooks are sparse, and when included, are chosen as justifications for
his prejudice towards politics. He expresses the notion of the impossi-
bility of having faith in an ideology represented in a government in
favour of an alternative one instituted in another form of government.
In an entry entitled ‘Violence and Lies’,37 he quotes from Solzhenitsyn’s
1970 Nobel Prize lecture:

… violence does not and cannot exist on its own. It is inex-
tricably bound up with the lie. The link between them is
fundamental and entirely natural and organic: violence has
nothing to cover itself with except the lie, and the lie has
no way of maintaining itself except by violence. At the
time of its birth, violence operates openly and is even
proud of itself. But no sooner has it affirmed and estab-
lished itself than it feels the air around it growing thinner
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and cannot continue to exist without surrounding itself
with a smoke-screen of lies … Violence does not always
and of necessity come right out and throttle you: more
often than not it simply demands of its subjects that they
subscribe to the lie or participate in it.

Hope finds this comment ‘profoundly true’. He writes:

… the depressing thing is that every party, every govern-
ment and every form of political institution I can recall has
at one time or another used this combination of violence
and the lie to maintain itself. Totalitarian and police-states
have done it so grossly and on such a scale that we over-
look the instances of the same thing in democracies. If one
were a Tolstoyan one would say that it is an inevitable
concomitant of government. Power breeds opposition,
opposition breeds violence; violence breeds the lie. Too
simple perhaps, but a very usual pattern.

Hope qualifies his view to the extent of commenting that in his age
‘truth’ has never been subjected to such skilful and powerful attack and
that it triumphs and still continues to triumph or at least to manifest
itself.38 It is not clear here what Hope means by truth but what is clear
is his belief that ‘truth’, whatever that might be, exists in an arena outside
politics.

Hope remained disengaged during some of the most crucial
debates of the 20th century.Thinkers engaged in, for example, demon-
strations against the Vietnam War during the 1960s and 1970s were
disappointed that someone with such enormous gifts did not involve
himself in social and political debates. Hope’s Olympian detachment in
political matters and his valorisation of traditional forms in poetry have
led him to be categorised as conservative, as lacking in political knowl-
edge, or, worse, as uncaring. Nevertheless, his refusal to participate in
political demonstrations against the war angered many. Bob Brissenden,
after viewing the filmed interview I did with Hope about his detachment
from taking a political stand, made some illuminating comments that
represented how people on the left, including colleagues and friends,
responded to him at this time:page 18
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… Alec and politics … Alec is a bit disingenuous in his
comments about politics. It is true, I think, that he was in
some sense a political innocent. He had a generally, or he
has a generally conservative leaning. His most enduring
friendships were with people like James McAuley and
Leonie Kramer, who were certainly conservative figures.
He was, or he is, non-ideological. I think he distrusts rigid
systems. His innate scepticism prevented him from ever
publicly committing himself to political positions. If one
were to make a criticism of his political stance, I think I’d
say he confused conservatism in literary matters with conser-
vatism in political matters.

The period in which writers were most strongly asked
to commit themselves politically was when the Vietnam
War was at its height. There were very many people in
Australia who felt unhappy about the Vietnam War …
very many writers, and there were public statements about
it and about Australia’s involvement in Vietnam. The
import of most of these statements was really that by being
involved in it we weren’t really helping the Vietnamese.
Alec was approached for his support, for this stance,
a number of times, and he refused to commit himself one
way or the other on the grounds that he didn’t really know
enough about it. Finally he did agree to participate in one
of the big readings, public readings, organised by people
who opposed Australia’s involvement in Vietnam. He read
a poem which was partly a translation of the comment on
a Greek epitaph for the Spartans who fell fighting the
Persians. It had a general application in a war they knew
nothing much about. It was subsequently chosen as the
title for an anthology of writing by people objecting to the
Vietnam situation. It was an important commitment on his
part, I think, and I don’t think he really does himself justice
in his remarks about this involvement in the interview.39
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ABSENCES II: AUTOBIOGRAPHY

Hope’s notebooks do not provide personal commentaries on his life,
his family, friends or responses to the events of daily life. Although most
of the people he has known are mentioned, references to them are in
terms of his poetry, his criticisms and his philosophies. Antipathies and
sympathies tend to be expressed in terms of whether they as writers
commit the crime of modernism; daily adventures and personal contacts
are recorded only to the extent that such experiences lead to a poetic
or philosophical notion. Hope works overtime in warding off interpre-
tations of his personal life, whether through Freudian analysis or in the
search for causal relationships between the life and the poem. Hope
does all that he can to correct misinterpretations, even to the extent of
correcting the idea that the ‘Derwent’ in his name is a reference to his
Tasmanian origin, and that he was named after the river. Instead one is
informed: ‘according to my mother, I was named after Derwent Street
in Redfern, Sydney — a slum street in which my father rather oddly
chose to propose to her while she was picking her way through a series
of unsavoury puddles.’40

Hope goes on to say that his father denied this and that Hope was
unable to find a Derwent Street in Redfern, though there is one in
Glebe, another suburb of Sydney. His correction of the Tasmanian river
suggestion leads us away from factual error and towards other possibili-
ties.The entry ends with Hope’s characteristic humour and his inevitable
irony: ‘What pleases me is that [the] name is Celtic, dwrgent, meaning
“clear water” even if I was named after a street full of muddy pools.’41

Hope has indicated that his relationship with his mother was a most
significant and creative one.42 References to her throughout the note-
books are sparse.When she appears she does so in relation to her role
as the nurturer of Hope’s talents. Florence Hope was trained to be
a concert pianist. Marriage and motherhood made the non-realisation of
this dream one of Hope’s preoccupations. In one of his entries concerning
the antics of the dream-team he records a dream in which he is being
toyed with by this ambitious group: ‘They tried to produce me as the
author of a full-scale piano concerto.’ He is relieved to find that his mother
is seated next to him and that she will be able to perform the piece.The
dream continues with the performance not being able to go ahead
because of all kinds of mix-ups with the orchestra.There is no perform-
ance. On waking, Hope recognises the failure as being: ‘the result of
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someone in the team realising that in spite of the elaborate score there
was in fact no concerto and the dream-team [was] as unable to present
the actual music as I was to read it.’43

In a later entry titled ‘John Field’,44 Hope reconstructs a dream in
which music by John Field is being played. In his reconstruction Hope
offers reasons for the elements of the dream, noting that although the
music in the dream did not sound like John Field, the presence of his
name on the music sheets might relate to his memory of his mother
playing nocturnes to him when he was a boy.This dream also involves
the audience being handed out pages of a poem. It seems that his
dream-team in a number of instances presents to the dreamer an inter-
face and convergence of music, mother and poetry.

Penelope, A. D. Hope’s wife, also is an absence from the note-
books, except on two occasions. Under the heading of ‘The Great
Wave’, Hope records a dream of Penelope’s:

After listening with horror to a lecture by Arthur Burns on
the subject of the next world war, Penelope had the
following dream and wrote it down when she woke:
‘I dreamt last night of an enormous wave towering up
against the sky with threatening teeth of foam, a battle on
its crest, and a dark hungry shadow in its curve. I thought:
It’s coming, it’s coming, and I saw the world drowned —
the birds in their nests and darting among the trees. The
trees falling and their branches broken and hurled away.
The fruit swirling in the water. Houses and electric wires.
The open screaming mouths swept every way. And I heard
the noises. And then the wave was under me lifting me and
moving on. And there was the beautiful earth beyond,
unharmed, innocent and as if no wave had passed.’

She had been very upset by what she took to be the
inhuman calculations of power politics and the total disre-
gard of humanity and ‘people’ in Arthur’s discussion of the
probabilities and possibilities in the present world situation
— though I knew that Arthur is in fact deeply concerned
with this. The dream, so vivid and so momentous, seems to
have come as a message of reassurance. Where from? 45
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Penelope Hope was also a writer. One of her books, Long Ago is Far
Away,46 gives accounts of the early exploration and settlement of the
Papuan Gulf area. Penelope tried to keep out of Hope’s literary world,47

and was self-contained within her own — her writing, her artistic inter-
ests, her family and her friends. Hope was grateful that Penelope preferred
to exist outside his literary circles, and that she understood his decision
not to discuss any of his poems with anyone, including her, until they
were completed. He notes that Penelope understood his nature, that he
was more self-absorbed than she. Hope conceded that he did not
always behave very well: ‘I do remember somewhere half way through,
I was behaving badly and she said,“If you go on like that I’ll have to leave
you.” And I said, “You couldn’t do that; I couldn’t live with anybody but
you.” I remembered this just after she died; I got so used to the combo,
that it was only [with] the shock of losing her that I realised how close
we were getting to be at the time … how special we were to each
other …’48

Penelope Hope was one of the most gracious, dignified, compas-
sionate, intelligent and beautiful people I have met in my life. In first
meeting Penelope, I had intended to ask her many questions about her
life with Alec, her views on his work and her perceptions of him generally.
I’m not sure when I decided against this or if the decision was ever
a conscious one. Instead, I enjoyed Penelope’s company, listening to her
stories of her life and responding to her broad interests in the arts and
her insights into human nature. If she spoke of Alec Hope it was in this
context. She clearly loved him intensely. It was also evident that a great
deal of patience was necessary on her part in being the spouse of this
famous and celebrated man. Not only was he self-absorbed by nature, but
his work, whether at the university or attending conferences or the hours
spent writing in his notebooks and writing his poems in his study at night,
meant that the work entailed in bringing up their three children fell on
Penelope’s shoulders. Coupled with this was the parade of friends,
colleagues, disciples and students taking up space that might have been
hers. Hope’s fascination with women and their fascination for him,
whether on a personal level or due to his fame, was an arena that required
great tolerance. Penelope said to me once, somewhat facetiously, when
we were discussing this, that ‘all women should shoot themselves at 40.
The dignity, good humour and intelligence with which Penelope hosted
numerous dinner parties for Hope’s followers, visiting writers from over-
seas and friends were instructive.
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Hope mentions Penelope only in relation to times they were trav-
elling together and their relationship with their daughter Emily. Emily
appears in the notebooks. For example, when Hope visited Melbourne
and was met by her at the station. Emily also appears in a few of his
dreams. She was an artist, a painter and a silversmith, as well as a writer.49

Penelope was deeply interested and involved in Emily’s art. On occasion
they would work together, Penelope polishing the stones that Emily set
in her jewellery and sculptures. Emily contracted cancer in her late thir-
ties and died in 1979. An entry in the notebooks entitled ‘Revenants?’
records the following:

After Emily’s death last August Penelope and I, comparing
notes found that we both had had [a] very strong impres-
sion of her active presence particularly during the sorting
and packing of her effects and her works of art. Feelings of
being directed or opposed in what we were doing or in
choices we were about to make. I, in particular felt strong
resistance to my preserving all the drawings until I ‘replied’
that I was sure I was unable to judge what to leave or
destroy and intended to get further and more expert advice.
Penelope suffered from a strong almost hallucinatory feeling
that Emily was trying to ‘take her with her’ as she felt it —
something she had also had to combat in the few months
before E died.

Judy Campbell has recently told me of an extremely
strong impression, after David’s death, of his actual pres-
ence and a similar participation in her task of sorting and
making decisions about the disposal of his papers.50 Even
stranger was the fact that she has suddenly taken to writing
poems — though she has never done this before. These
poems come quite involuntarily, sometimes two or three in
a bunch, and she feels impelled to write them down as
though from dictation. She has showed me several. They
are on themes similar to those of David’s later poems, close
to his style and vocabulary, though rougher and less metri-
cally controlled. The first of them appeared to be a poem
by David addressed to her.

It is very odd. But it can also be dangerous. Emily’s
loss of the use of her right arm was a greater tragedy to her
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as an artist. When she had with infinite courage and effort,
taught her left arm to take over and to write, draw and
paint — though she could no longer do silver-work, enam-
eling and sculpture — and then the left arm began to fail
she indicated that she had nothing to live for. But she felt
that I did not really know what it was like. I suppose I was
too calm and cheerful, but it was a deliberate attempt to
keep her going and to support Penelope who, near the end
was very close to collapse.

On the 19th February, Emily’s birthday, she was natu-
rally much in my mind. As I went out to the street in the
dark to put out waste-papers for collection the next day,
I fell heavily going up the asphalt incline to the curb.
My impression was of a stumble and then of my feet being
hurled from under me as I fell back on my right side
crushing my right arm under me. For the next twelve hours
— indeed the next three days I was not only in fairly severe
pain as Emily had been but my right arm was quite useless
and I began to realise what it had been like for her.

With the build-up of a sense of presences just
mentioned I suffered from a superstitious idea that she might
have deliberately engineered the accident to this end.
Common sense won in the end. I went back next day and
observed the hole in the asphalt in which I had obviously
caught the toe of my sandal. Moreover I reflected that
Emily was incapable of inflicting such an injury. But it shows
how easily one can slip into superstitious beliefs and take
an emotional impression for actual evidence.50

Hope’s last book of poetry, Orpheus (1991), opens with a tribute to
Penelope, who died in 1988. In the poem Trees, he recalls sitting with
Penelope and watching the trees in their garden. But now, in the act of
writing the poem, he surmises that the trees he experiences alone
‘remember her’ within their foliage. In Drifting Continent, it is the people
who become the ciphers and the land the enduring drifting essence;
in Trees, it is the foliage that contains the music and the mind. Subject
and object merge and recombine in Hope’s constant ‘reterritorialising’
of new continents of the mind, of space, and of the powers that come
with searching for new knowledge.
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Penelope and Alec’s twin sons, Geoffrey and Andrew, do not
appear in the notebooks. Hope did, however, discuss their work and
interests in conversations. There is an entry relating to Geoffrey’s son,
James. Hope saw in this child a remarkable response to music, which
takes the form of a dance. Hope enjoyed classical music and he records
an evening during which he watched James respond to Bach’s No. 5
Brandenburg concerto:

As the music broke into the room with its vigorous rhythm,
the child was suddenly quite transformed. He began to clap
and beat time to the rhythms, his face lit up and he seemed
to be inside the music and to understand it as though it was
a familiar language. He caught my eye with a sudden intel-
ligence and seemed to invite me to take part, which I did.
Finally he got down onto the floor and invented a sort of
dance sitting and turning.51

Hope had stopped writing in his notebooks by the time that another
grandson, Alexander, was born. Alexander is the son of Andrew and his
partner Sally Burns, both of whom cared for Hope for a number of
years after Penelope’s death. On my last visit to Alec’s home, before he
moved into a nursing home, I watched him sitting on the verandah, in
the midwinter sun, overlooking a large leafy garden in Forrest, Canberra,
watched over by his then two-year-old grandson.The little boy followed
me around for the day, as I poked my way through manuscripts, and
spoke in what can only be described as the poetic mode. ‘The sun is
biting me,’ he announced when the clouds parted and the sun hit him
through the glass. ‘Put this hat upon your head,’ he suggested, handing
me a hat that looked as if it had been made by gypsies. Alec watched
him and smiled, but the smiles were coming less frequently now; no
longer interested in his writing and reading, he mostly sat and thought in
the secret room of his mind.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Hope’s visions are almost always ironic. His irony tends to underscore
a fierceness to his satirical approach, which, according to Judith Wright,
entailed a ‘half-hysterical cocktail-party wit’ and which in his earlier
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reviews and poems had a ‘particular note of angry wit’. ‘Polemic,’Wright
writes, ‘can be admirable; Hope has not always been so.’Wright argues
further that, ‘From a satirist, he has turned himself into a poet and a
poet with a vision of the world that is compelling and highly organ-
ized.’52 Wright in this essay focuses on what she sees as Hope’s dualistic
view of the world and it is clear that she believes that the narrator in his
earlier poems was self-conscious.The notebooks, however, indicate that
Hope saw himself as a satirist throughout his life and that he was always
detached from the voice of the poem. I intimated earlier that the story
he thinks he is telling in the notebooks has a kind of neatness of inten-
tion, but it might not be exactly the one he hopes to render. When
Wright believes that Hope is the voice in his earlier poems she believes
this takes away from his art. She sees his poems as confessional. She
cites Observation Car as an example of a poem in which Hope has
misjudged his listeners: ‘Either we want to be amused, or we are inter-
ested in the private self-analysis of the poet; we cannot attend to both
in the space of the one poem.’53 Hope argues in his notebooks that he
is an actor who enters an argument of a poem and that the voice is not
his. I argue that there are poems in which the ironic voice is unmistak-
ably Hope’s but that this does not take away from their compelling
beauty and ‘truth’. Nevertheless, it does mean that I have not accepted
that Hope’s views of himself as a spectator, somewhat detached from
the workings of the world at a personal level, is always the case in his
poetry. I would, however, argue that the simultaneous revealment and
concealment at the heart of his work is complicated by the ‘discursive
mode’54 — his preferred form of argument, which has a satirical edge.
I do not agree with Wright that he withdraws from satire or that
a poem cannot deal simultaneously both with self-analysis as a poet,
which entails the use of the personal, and with universal questions
dealing with the role of poetry. Instead, I contend that his satire is made
more ambiguous and less polemical by his irony. It is a ‘complication’ in
that Hope deals explicitly with his role as a poet, a lover, a friend and an
arbiter of taste and that his ironic stance teases his audience with the
questions: Is this the poet speaking about himself or is it the poet
speaking for all young poets attempting to resolve the relationship
between the life and the art (Observation Car),55 and, later in his life, for
all old poets about to die (Old Poet)?56 If the poems have a universal
application do they then sustain Hope’s preferred detachment? When
Hope does draw on autobiographical material in his poems, it is most
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likely that he is dealing with an emotional source that feeds the content
of his poetry and his role as a poet that will have universal application to
the proper purpose of poetry, and that this will form an argument that
is not personal or confessional. Similarly, when he sharpens his satiric wit
he is most likely targeting forces that impede the survival of what he
believes to be the highest form of poetry.The ironic edge that persists
subverts what might be perceived as ‘personal’ and might also be Hope
consciously or unconsciously giving ironic attention to his belief systems
and lack of them. ‘Let humour be my epitaph,’ Hope said to me often.
Hope nevertheless is clear about the purpose of satire. He believes it
targets evil, incoherence and folly in society, which, according to Hope,
are not only connected but ‘rely and depend on one another’. When
satire strikes, ‘it weakens and shakes the forces that corrupt the heart
and destroy poetry’. Hope recognises that satire has always been
‘regarded with suspicion’, and that unlike epic poetry, tragedy, dancing
and singing, it has ‘no acknowledged muse’.57 His omissions in relation to
political questions will tend to be judged by a reader’s ideological stance.
Hope would argue, however, that you cannot be an activist and a poet
— that is, a poet cannot be told to write a poem that serves a political
purpose. If satire is targeted at ‘evil’ in society, then, in accordance with
Hope’s antipathy towards poetry used as a political weapon, it follows
that his satire will not be directed at political atrocities. Hope reserves
his critical eye for modernity whether that be, for example, marriage
(The Brides), mass culture (Standardisation), tourism (A Letter from Rome),
psychoanalysis (Private Dick) or the role of the poet (Observation Car).
These evils of modernity, in Hope’s view, stifle creativity and impoverish
and corrupt the poetic forms.

Hope’s refusal to own the voice in his poems in a personal autobi-
ographical sense is further complicated in his adaptation of the spirit of
‘negative capability’. To discuss this, I am drawing on his note-taking in
relation first to the voice in a poem; second, his contempt for free verse
and other similar expressions of modernism in the arts; and thirdly, the
rather strained personal detachment he has towards his life and the
people with whom he shared this life. In response to Yeats ‘The intellect
of man is forced to choose / Perfection of the life, or of the work’,58

Hope notes, in 1979, that the perfection of the poet’s gift in his work
might require him to remain chaotic as a character. The poet should
have no character and is continually informing and filling some other
body. Perfection of the life in these circumstances is almost impossible in
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the ordinary sense.And yet, he adds, as a life to live it is perhaps perfect.
In another entry, he writes:

The sort of person who devotes himself to objects and
people, is distinctively different as a rule from the sort
of person who devotes himself to activities and processes.
I can more easily imagine myself dying for a cause or giving
up everything else for art or knowledge than for any
persons, however dear or any possession however splendid
or beautiful.59

It seems that if Hope has a cause, it is a quest for knowledge, a quest for
the perfection of the poetic expression of it. In consequence, the
enemies are those who destroy the vessel, the container of the wisdom,
the story and the new knowledge that comes with the creation of new
being. Writers of free verse are the enemies because they undermine
the only structure that he believes extends human consciousness, that
captures the music of existence and enters and grapples with the
mystery of being. It becomes evident that one of the horrors that free
verse has accommodated is the poet writing about his or her personal
experiences. His comments on Sylvia Plath, however, tell us perhaps as
much about his own fears, hinted at in Memento Mori, as they might
about Plath. He writes:

Why do I dislike her poetry so much? I feel that I am being
infected with something at once bright, competent in an
artificial way, nervously aware, modish and very sick. I feel
as though I were having a nervous breakdown by proxy —
but a nervous breakdown somehow contrived and deliber-
ately and fashionably arranged — a self-conscious ‘poetical’
imitation of a nervous breakdown — all those smartly effec-
tive, sequentially incoherent images — the witty, too witty
paranoia — the tenderly exploited broken heart — the
exhibitionist anguish — sick, sick, ah sick! Even the last
poems [Winter Trees] have this feeling of display of her
modish psychosis about them, of keeping an artistically
touched up self-inflicted wound open for exhibition until
the photographers arrive from Vogue.60
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Whatever one’s views are on Plath, this entry disturbs me in what it
might say about Hope. One might accept the intelligence and even the
philosophical explanations that hold up the ideas that the poet has no
character, that he or she should enter a poem as an actor asking ‘what
if?’ of a situation. Certainly, Hope has written extraordinary, beautiful,
profound and passionate poems within this framework. But is it the case
that a poem written in traditional verse structures is more likely than
free verse to hide, neglect or avoid exploration of personal anguish?

It seems to me that Hope’s character and his personal plight do
on occasion break through the mask.There are revelations of a personal
kind, though his irony tends to conceal them at a moment of potential
exposure. It’s not that he refuses to comment on his views in a poem,
but more that, at points at which he might collapse into a form of
anguish or further exploration of pain, there is a pulling back, a fear
perhaps that might lurk around that photographer from Vogue. He
maintains that in poetry, or in real life, once you make the test not ‘what
a thing is, but how important it is to you, you are on the path to the
trivial and the trumped up’.61His aversion to the personal and the
subjective is even supported by his dream-team, which he sees as
inspiring agents. He recognises them as the resources of the imagination
but he notes that they are weak on management. Their taste is often
appalling and their powers of integration nil. Their thoughts are half-
truths. Consequently, the dreams of which Hope cannot make sense of
himself become of great interest to those approaching Hope’s work
from a Freudian perspective. Hope would have nothing but contempt
for such an approach, and would merely repeat with conviction that
great poetry demands impersonality, that all poetry containing the ‘I’ is
limited (despite his own use of it), and that poetry without the craft and
detachment of the poet fails as poetry.

In earlier years, Hope thought Jung’s theory of archetypal images
to be as ‘misleading as Freud’s mumbo-jumbo — that a work of art is
no more than the underlying to which he reduced it’.62 Hope, however,
came to recognise in Jung’s writings the answer to Freud’s cross-reduc-
tion of works of art to their alleged underlying symbolic expression of
repressed fears and desires, his fallacy of confusing results with their
causes. Hope identifies specifically with an excerpt from Jung in which he
argues that art is not a disease: a work of art is not a human being, but
is something supra-personal. It is a thing, a personality, hence it cannot
be judged by personal criteria. Indeed, the special significance of a true
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work of art resides in the fact that it has escaped from the limitations of
the personal and has soared beyond the personal concerns of its
creator.63 It is nevertheless the case that Hope, in his art, has produced
a subjectivity of a kind. Its ‘processual creativity’, to borrow a phrase
from Guattari,64 might reflect a stifled desire and/or fear as well as
achieving a certain disinterestedness. Interpreting what these fears
and desires are within the context of Hope’s ironic vision is of course
another matter. Hope believes it is a travesty to exploit love and grief in
poetry. The rule is, it seems, ‘don’t exploit your own feelings’, which
might or might not be translated as ‘don’t give yourself away’.

We are left with the poems. Do they tell us about the man? Is
there revelation despite concealment? Whatever one might think about
his argument for the detachment of the poet, it is clear that his argu-
ment is not only an intellectual and imaginative one; it is also a deeply
personal one from which he flees in terror — maybe from ‘those
doubles that haunt him in the glass’.

There is a dream that Hope jotted into his notebooks. It charac-
terises a nomad of the mind and space whose poetry is understood in
its dynamism, by its becoming, and by its variability in which the self
or identity is on the periphery, defined by the states through which it
passes, whether that be the smooth and/or striated space of the mind,
the land and that ‘processual creativity’ produced by desire. In the
dream, the human being is equated with the poet’s imagination:

There was this image. It was that of a human, specifically
the poet’s imagination being like a swan coasting on the
surface of the world-mind and continually casting down its
thoughts into the deep blue below. But the blue was that of
the sky and the real swan was swimming on the inside of
the surface of the sphere and was mirrored on the outside
by his reflected image, while the song in which his
thoughts were embodied sank outwards into the endless
depth. It had a peculiar significance which now escapes me,
though the vividness of the image remains unimpaired. As
I recall, the swan itself was white, but its mirror image was
a pale gold or biscuit coloured against the intense blue of
the sky.65
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In Hope’s final book of poetry, he writes in Visitant66 that he feels that
the world has left him behind, bred as he was to a different law, and
coming from a distant shore ‘to watch, to appraise, to divine’. The last
few stanzas bid his readers farewell and end with an entreaty of a kind:

Yet much that I saw became dear;
Some few were close to my heart;
Although it was perfectly clear
I was stranger here
Standing aloof and apart.

Now it is time to return,
I shall miss this world more than I thought,
All I came merely to learn
Holds me now with love and concern,
To whom do I make my report?67

Perhaps Hope’s art of ironic detachment is something all cultures need
— a spectator who views a web, and leaves his own, woven as much by
argument and analogy as by myth, music and traditional verse structures.
This silken tapestry, left for us to admire and seek ways of entering the
centre of its mystification, is designed to celebrate the passions of mind
and heart. Whether we choose to find there hidden expressions of
grief, despair and loneliness, or if we attempt to rip away the masks and
expose the doppelgänger that haunted Hope’s looking glass, we might
find good copy for ‘the Vogue photographers’, but not, in Hope’s view,
the meaning of his poems.
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